Sirt 6 as a novel target for neuroinflammation and brain aging
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World population is experiencing the complications of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common type of age related dementia. Sirtuins (Sirt1-7) are the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide NAD+-dependent deacetylases responsible for variety of human ailments like cancer, diabetes, inflammatory disorders and neurodegenerative disorders. Sirt1 is associated with apoptosis, differentiation, aging and oncogenic transformation where Sirt2 act as a mitotic checkpoint protein. Sirt3 control the superoxide level, and Sirt4 controls the fatty acids oxidation and mitochondrial gene expression. Sirt5 expression is responsible for metabolic changes during aging. Sirt6 and Sirt7 are responsible for histone acetylation in aging brain [1]. Shift in homeostatic balance of inflammatory mediators to proinflammatory state is the characteristic feature during brain aging. Hence correlation between proteins related with brain aging with neuroinflammation is an obvious phenomenon [2]. Normal brain aging is responsible for late-life diseases such as neuroplasticity, depression, psychiatric, neurological and neuroinflammatory disorder etc. via changes in gene function over time [3]. Studies reported that Sirt1 is associated in neuronal development, synaptic plasticity and memory formation via increasing the axonogenesis, neurite outgrowth, and dendritic arborization where Sirt2 have the opposite function, whereas little is known about Sirt3-7 in the brain. Sirt6 protein levels decline during neuroinflammation and brain aging although the exact mechanism is unknown [1]. Sirt6 regulates various genes associated in stress response and aging, hence it showed promising role in controlling the aging like degenerative processes [4]. Expression of Sirt6 decreased in various inflammatory conditions like ischemia, stroke and other disease but the exact role of Sirt6 in brain function and neuronal survival is still unknown [5]. Sirt6 inhibits NF-κB dependent transcription by affecting chromatin structure and also regulates the cardiac hypertrophy and various other inflammatory ailments. Sirt1 and Sirt6, regulates NF-κB activity via decreasing promoter accessibility to p65. Components of innate immunity like macrophages, cytokines, complement, and pattern-recognition receptors etc. play a key role in CNS homeostasis characterized by neuroinflammation. Sirt6 mediated positive control of proinflammatory cytokine as well as NF-κB might play a major role in controlling the neuroinflammation [6]. A strong evidence of the function of Sirt6 in the crosstalk between the ageing, metabolic syndrome and osteoarthritis was reported already [7]. Its anti-inflammatory potential in human umbilical vein endothelial cells was also reported recently. Genetic knockdown of Sirt6 significantly increase the production of inflammatory mediators like IL-6, IL-8, COX-2, IL-1β, PGE2, PGE3, MMP-2, PAI-1, MMP-9; angiogenic protein like VEGF and FGF2 together with increase in cell migration during endothelial cell dysfunction induced by LPS [8]. Sirt6 is essential for sodium sulfide-mediated cytotoxic effect in ischemia/reperfusion-stimulated brain endothelial cells [9]. Sirt6 downregulates the transcription of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF1α) target genes during tumorigenesis and inflammation. Furthermore, NF-κB inhibitory activity of Sirt6 can control the inflammation and aging [10,11]. The exact role and molecular mechanism of Sirt6 in neuroinflammation and neurodegenerative disease has not been studied yet, however, the role of Sirt6 in downregulating inflammatory mediators, proinflammatory cytokines, transcription factors like NF-κB, HIF and neuroinflammation inducing signaling pathways provides a key for its activity to control neuroinflammation, aging and related dementia such as AD.

Sirt6 controls the inflammatory mediators of various types of inflammatory and aging related complications suggesting that Sirt6 may play a pivotal role in controlling the neuroinflammatory disorders as well. Moreover sirt6 is compulsory for the life survival, slow aging and treatment of inflammation and cancers where critical stages of inflammation fall. Taken together, sirt6 is key mediator in the regulation of various neuroinflammatory conditions like Alzheimer disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, ischemia, stroke, multiple scleroses, brain aging etc.
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